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Abstract
Under the rapid development of distribution of academic information and with a series of major commercial publishers'
entering the market, Open Access Journal draws increasing attention more than ever before. Especially Open Access
MegaJournal brings changes not only the distribution but also to the begriff of scholarly communication about a way of
publication or the evaluation of research achievements. I'll outline it briefly to share common understanding before discussions on Open Access publishing both now and in future.
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I have worked as a library staff since 2003 and being engaged in Institutional Repository tasks
and others.
Since 2011 I join Digital Repository Federation (DRF) sub-WG of planning and training.

Costs of Open Access Journals
Open access journals and articles have been increasing yearly, and it was reported that articles
published in open access journals are estimated to
have accounted for 7.7% of the total number of articles published in all peer reviewed journals in 2009.
Open access journals have the business model under which authors bear publishing costs that readers have shouldered previously as subscription
costs. Regarding these cost burdens, in many
cases, attention focuses on the Article Processing
Charge (APC) paid by authors. But there are actually multiple sources of revenue for publishers,
including membership fees, advertising, sponsorships and subscription fees for publications in book
form. The composition of these revenue sources
appears to be different depending on the size of
publishers.
Few authors individually pay the APC, and in a
growing number of cases, the institutions that authors are affiliated with and funding agencies pay
the APC for them. Such support by affiliated in-
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stitutions and funding agencies is expected to encourage authors to submit articles to open access
journals and promote competition with journals
with the subscription fee model. Among good examples of the mechanism of support by affiliated
institutions is the Compact for Open-Access Publishing Equity (COPE), for which a total of 16 institutions, mainly Harvard University and other universities in North America, have currently signed
up. The institutional membership system is also
being developed to allow researchers belonging to
member institutions to submit their articles without having to pay the APC individually. Furthermore, as an example of open access journal funded
by the research institution itself, we can cite the
Science and Technology of Advanced Materials
journal of the National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS). As another form of the mechanism
of institutional support for open access, there is the
initiative called SCOAP3, designed to help put existing journals on the course of open access by reallocating funds previously earmarked for subscrip-
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tion fees to cover open access publishing costs.
When researchers of developing countries cannot
afford to pay the APC, they may be exempt from
APC payments. In this case, publishers may be
deemed to bear publishing costs, but needless to say,
publishers are being compensated in some way or
other. It is also reported that there are gaps in the
APC support structure depending on research disciplines or countries of researchers.

APC Comparison
The APC is an abbreviation for the Article Processing Charge, which may sometimes be referred to
as Article Processing Fees. This has existed all
along, but the charge we discuss here is the publishing cost an author pays when he/she submits an
article to an open access journal and the journal
decides to publish his/her article.
For comparison of amounts of APCs, a survey using 2010 data was conducted with respect to journals covered by DOAJ, the Directory of Open Access
Journals (Figure 1). Though amounts for APCs
widely range, the average is reported to be $906
calculated over journals. Such attributes as the
size of publishers, country, type and research discipline are also related to APC amounts, with commercial publishers requiring higher APC amounts
than academic societies and university publishing
houses. This survey covers fully open access journals published by publishers of a great variety of
types.
Meanwhile, a comparison of the APC set by leading major publishers (Figure 2) shows that those
journals that receive a large number of articles
submitted and have extremely high publication
processing costs also establish APCs at high levels.
Additionally, it also shows that even within the
same publishers, the APC of hybrid-type open access journals, which are basically subscription
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journals but provide an optional open access for
each article, has a tendency to be set at levels
higher than that of fully open access journals.
Then, how are APCs calculated? Conceptually,
publication processing costs are calculated on the
basis of the number of articles submitted to, and
the number of articles published by, a given publisher. Though calculation methods vary among
publishers, examples of the calculation of each specific item of production costs are presented (Figure
3-4). However, I would like to remind you that
there are also other costs such as personnel costs
that cannot be computed for each article.
As publications of articles by APC payments are
expected to keep increasing going forward, universities and research institutions, which are called
upon to use limited resources to meet payments of
conventional subscription fees and at the same time
support APC payments, may find it difficult to continue to provide necessary funds unless journal
subscriptions are canceled in parallel. Also, an
increase in small-lot transactions for each single
article would mean an increased burden from the
standpoint of publishers, some publishers want
universities and other institutions to bring in articles by authors under their aegis in a package.

Open Access Mega Journal
With the continuing increase in open access journals, mega journals with characteristics completely
different from those of conventional journals are
emerging. They are called open access mega journals, the theme of this seminar. Open access mega
journals publish an extremely large number of articles and accept articles from a wide range of research disciplines, unlike conventional journals
specializing in segmentalized disciplines of research. While the peer-review process for conventional journals involves the importance and impact
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of articles as the criteria for judgment on publications and requires a considerable amount of time
before publication due to multiple exchanges with
authors and other factors, open access mega journals, in most cases, only involve light peer-review
for publication. In other words, open access mega
journals adopt the stance that articles that are scientifically accurate are worth publishing. One of
their characteristics is to allow the prompt and efficient publication of articles through the on-line
peer-review system with the simplified judgment
process. Various publishers are publishing open
access mega journals one after another (Figure 5).

Cascade Peer-Review
One of things that support the business model of
open access mega journals is the phased peerreview, called the cascade (or cascading) peerreview (Figure 6). The Nature Publishing Group
allows an article rejected by one journal to be submitted to another journal of the same publisher,
and in this transfer, it also allows the second journal to take over a peer-review report of the first

APC
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journal. This procedure permits an economical
and efficient cycle of article submission and peerreview without having to go through the whole
peer-review process anew from scratch, saving
much time for both authors and peer-reviewers
(Figure 7).
In the BMC Series, it is recommended that articles not adopted for publication by journals with
the high rejection rate be published in somewhat
lower-grade journals as long as such articles are
judged to be scientifically reliable and worth publishing (Figure 8). As rejected articles also require
peer-review costs, top journals with the receipt of
many submissions and the high rejection rate have
high costs accordingly. By having receptacle journals for rejected articles, however, a publisher can
collect articles of certain quality for receptacle
journals efficiently and at low cost while maintaining the quality of top journals, putting in place a
mechanism that makes the publisher as a whole
profitable. As there are actually some cases where
authors are advised to publish their articles in
higher-graded journals, this is not necessarily the
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receptacle mechanism only for articles given low
grades. But we can assume that it is mainly the
mechanism for top-to-down flows.
Comparison of the acceptance rate of journals of
the same publisher demonstrates the obvious gaps
among them (Figure 9). Let me add that the cascade peer-review is being undertaken between multiple publishers (Figure 10).

Coexistence of Business Models
How are the business models of open access journals and mega journals going to affect conventional
scholarly journals? Are all of existing journals
going to convert them into open access journals? I
do not think that will be the case. Nature Publishing Group, for example, says that it is going to allow the coexistence of different business models
that correspond to different conditions and that no
single business model would conform to all different conditions (Figure 11). More specifically, the
Group points out that the conventional subscription
fee model where costs are spread over a large number of readers is more desirable for top journals

Cascade
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with large circulations and higher costs per article,
such as Nature, while the open access model that
requires authors to bear affordable publishing costs
is more suitable for journals that have much
smaller subscriptions but lower costs.
Major publishers are entering the open access
market one after another. Instead of converting
existing journals into fully open access journals,
however, they tend to launch new fully open access
journals while introducing hybrid-type open access
for existing journals (Figure 12). From the standpoint of researchers, the publication of open access
journals by familiar publishers is expected to lower
the barriers further and lead to the growing number of cases where articles that fail to find their
way into publication by top journals are published
in the receptacle mega journals. Publishers are
also expected to be drawn into competition to attract researchers to their respective open access
journals.

The Future of Open Access Publishing
There are several issues for discussion regarding
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the future of open access publishing. The first of
them is what the primary area of interest of researchers is. One survey found that researchers,
in deciding which journals they should submit their
articles to, give importance to such factors as the fit
of their articles within the scope of journals, the
quality of journals and the speed with which journals review and publish their articles. Researchers are reported to display the particularly strong
interest in the quality of journals.
Then, the reputation of journals comes to an issue. Previously, the impact factor was often used
as an indicator. Open access journals and mega
journals recently launched by major publishers one
after another may get the impact factor two to
three years down the road. But the impact factor
is just an indicator to measure the degree of impact
in a particular discipline of research, and as such,
is not of much significance for mega journals that
cover a broad range of research disciplines. Yet, it
is true that the impact factor still enjoys the solid
base of confidence. For example, it is used as an
indicator to evaluate research results by universities and other institutions, and some funding agencies specify certain values for the impact of journals
to which articles with their APC funding support
are submitted. Furthermore, as for open access
journals provided with the impact factor, there is a
clearly perceived tendency that the higher the
value of the impact factor, the higher the APC is.
Thus, we may be able to contend that there is a
certain degree of relationship between APC levels
and the quality and rating of open access journals.
In order to maintain good quality in scholarly
communication, we cannot ignore the issue of who
should bear costs. However, the method of evaluating articles itself is undergoing change and
greater importance is beginning to be given to the
valuation of articles themselves rather than jour-
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ex.) Nature (http://www.natureasia.com/japan/srep/faq/about.php)
ex.) Nature (http://www.natureasia.com/japan/srep/faq/about.php)

nals that publish them. There are also changes
occurring in the timing of evaluation of articles, in
the form of post-publication evaluation, in where
articles are evaluated, in the form of evaluation via
social media, and in who evaluate articles, in the
form of evaluation by anyone instead of a limited
number of peer-reviewers. Universities and other
institutions in a position to evaluate researchers
should take notice of these changes in the world of
scholarly communication.
Lastly, we have to address the issue of sustainability. There is a report that hybrid-type open
access journals have yet to become significantly
widespread, accounting for only about 2% of all
published articles. This is presumably because
APCs still stands high at around $3,000 and the
APC for hybrid-type journals is something like an
option fee for open access and does not guarantee
the publication of articles and as such does not provide much of an incentive for researchers. Furthermore, some argue that the APC for hybrid-type
open access journals is tantamount to double dipping and the preponderant view is that it is
unlikely to hold good as the business model in the
long run.
On the other hand, the key to the popularization
of the author pay model is where authors can bear
the APC burden. When publishing costs increase
with rises in the numbers of open access journals
and articles submitted to them, we are faced with
the question of who will bear the increased costs
and how. There are also concerns that when all
journals turn to the open access model, the shouldering of costs may be concentrated on a small
number of institutions with a large number of articles published or institutions with poor funding
resources may find it difficult to respond to such a
situation. With the rise of open access journals,
we need to deepen discussions on these issues.
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